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look at Huxley's gamaix grandsons, both of whom were very prominent

but both are dead now, if you look at them and th hooks they have

written an the stands they have taken and you see how Huxley's pre

diction of what would happen if the idea of evolution were taken

over into the sphere of morals has been carried out.

I think we have time to say a word on the basic matters of

creation. 30d created the world in the first place. If we can

how everything as 3evl'ipedt by t, how did it all bei.n7

Was there one whz planned it? Was there one who cause there to be

a beginning? The general attitude among unbelieving scientists is

that which is presented by Prof. Carl Seagan, head of th astronomy

department at Cornell U. in which he says, Things have always been

like they are now. You go back a billion years and there is more

before. You go back 10 billion years, you go back 100 billion years,

you go back a billion billion years still before it's always been

the same. That's pretty hard to understand how that came can be

the cast; how there can be no creation.

Well, in 1948 three astronomers in Cambridge University pre

sented a theory to do away with the necessity of creation. They said,

We now know that all th stars and gaiaxies are rovir away from us.

rapidly all the time. Therefore, there are those who say, that once

11 the matter of the universe was like a ball and suddently there

was a tremenous explosing. A btg bangs Actually this is not so

they said. These have always been moving away, and there has always

been nw material coming into existence in between them an.! there

is a constant creation going on and it has always been that ways

Well, Prof. Seagan in his recent book in which he takes a very strong

stand aqains Christianity, particularly against what he calls

organized religion, in the book he says that the fires of the big
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